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IEEE, 802.1ó standard, commonlv knorvn as WiMAX (Woddwide Interoperability for
Microrvave Access Forum), is one of the most promising broadband wireless access tech-
nolog,v for next generation all-IP nem'orks. This access technology allows reaching high
bit rate (up to 75 NfbpO and covering large areas (up to 50 km) $/ith a single Base Station
@S). Thanks to these fearures, IEEE, 802.1ó opens the wa,v for the use and the introduc-
tion of u'ireìess technologies in particular emergency scenarios, like volcano monitoring.
In particular, dris paper tbcus on a novel solution, designed $/ithin the IST FP6 EU
'1WaEIRD" O\'ilL\X Extension to Isolated Research Data nerworks) Integrated Project,
to perform r-olcano monitoring using the fearures offered by IEEE 802.1.6 networks in
order to improve transmission on-demand of data acquired b1'temporary seismic stations
deploved during emergencies. The temporarv seismic stations, deployed to enhance both
the nenr,'ork geomern' and the qualiq' of the recorded data, are generally characterized by
continuous local recording on removabie medra. The local recording system agrees with
the necessiq'of a quick impror.ement of the monitoring s)'stem in case of emergency. On
the other hand, the use of stand-alone temporarv stations has some Limitations: 
'n fact,
the local recording needs a periodic maintenance to retrier,'e the data and therefore the da-
ta itself are nor available in real-time. The need to create a communication link between
remporar,y seismic stadons and tìre Acqursition Centre puts neu/ chaìlenging requirements
that har-e to be taken into account. This fearure has sel'eral advantages:
scientists do not move to reach ail the temporarl' seismic stations to download col-
lected data spending useiul dme.
scientists can anal,rze in real-time current volcano status and activate any acúon;
the problem related to the fìnite storage capaciq'of the temporary seismic stations
is eliminated.
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Fig. 1. Scenario for the Campi
Flegrei seismic monitoring system.
Yellow symbols represent the
Temporary Seismic Stations. Blue
symbols show the Petmanent
Seismic Network. Yellow lines rep-
resent the link berween Temporary
Seismic Stations and an access point
(filled black squares), black lines ate
the links with the Acquisition
Centre (.-pty square).
Moreover, the need to collect seismic data on-demand tequires wide wireless area
covefage together with broadband features, even in NLOS (Ì.lon Line Of Sight) con-
ditions. Finalty, the need to support also voice and video communications, as they are
needed during a volcanic crisis for the communication benveen scientists in the field
and scientists in research centre, intìoduces Qnulity of Service (QoS) requirements.
A test was made using a 24-bit portable digital seismic station Lennartz M24
equipped with a I-rnnartz LE-3Dlite seismometer. The Lennartz M24 seismic station
ts characteized by stand-alone recording as well as remote data retÀeval via serial Line
ES-232) or TCP/IP protocol on a Web-based interface. The seismic station was in-
stalled about 5 km from the local acquisition center in LOS configuration. With the
'$íiMAX communication, based on TCP/P protocol, the test showed that the down-
load of five minutes of seismic signal was completed in just five seconds, allowing a
near real-time processing of the data and their fast integtation with the permanent sei-
smic network data.
To check tlle performance of the WiMAX data transmission in a real case, we have
simulated the WEIRD system in the Campi Flegrei volcanic area, where aTemporary
Seismic Network, composed by seven broadband and one short-period stations, has
been deployed during the recent 2004-2006 emergency and still operating 
€ig. 1).
In this situation, the NLOS transmission allows the link between each Temporary
Seismic Station and the Acquisition Center. Howevet, the link can be obtained also
through a sequence of radio links (repeaters) in order to reach stations not direcdy vi-
sible (Fig. 1). l7ith only three access points configued as repeaters, it is possible to co-
ver the entire area and to link the Temporary Stations to the Acquisition Centre.
The work presented in this paper demonstrates that the use of new TCP/IP-based
broadband wireless communication technologies, in particular \ùíiMAX, brings bene-
fits in emergency scenarios and highlights the ìmportance of the diffusion and the de-
ployment of such technologies.
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